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Pioneering and interdisciplinary in nature, this bibliography constitutes a comprehensive list of
regional fiction for every county of Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England over the past two
centuries. In addition, other regions of a usually topographical or urban nature have been used,
such as Birmingham and the Black Country; London; The Fens; the Brecklands; the Highlands;
the Hebrides; or the Welsh border. Each entry lists the author, title, and date of first publication.
The geographical coverage is encompassing and complete, from the Channel Islands to the
Shetlands. An original introduction discusses such matters as definition, bibliographical
method, popular readerships, trends in output, and the scholarly literature on regional fiction.
The tangled lives of an East End community bring friendship, romance and danger. Harry
Bowling's That Summer in Eagle Street is a wonderfully warm and authentic saga set in
London in the aftermath of the Second World War. Perfect for fans of Lizzie Lane and Pam
Evans. Eagle Street is a little backstreet off the Tower Bridge market, home to a close-knit
community of diverse characters. Dora and John Weston live in one of the small terraced
houses with their five children. Amongst their neighbours are the two street gossips; Doris and
Phyllis, who know everyone's business and aged Bill Simpson, who tends his pigeons and
watches the glorious sunsets from the flat roof of Sunlight Buildings. It was on this same roof in
the summer of 1940 that Linda Weston first fell in love with Charlie Bradley - a childhood crush
which has developed and stood the test of separation. Now Charlie has returned from having
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done his National Service, keen to make a good future with Linda. When they are both offered
jobs by the notorious Carter brothers - local gang leaders - they jump at the chance. But the
rival 'Kerrigan' gang hears of the Carters' success and decides that something needs to be
done about it - putting Charlie and Linda at risk... What readers are saying about That Summer
in Eagle Street: 'Absolutely loved it! Loved the Cockney dialect too. Found myself hooked from
the first page, it's almost like you become part of the community and know the characters
personally. It's an excellent read' 'Harry Bowling was a brilliant writer. His characters were
always believable and loveable'
Volume contains: 101 NY 391 (Larmore v. Crown Point Iron Co.) 101 NY 396 (Marsh v.
Chickering) 101 NY 490 (Hills v. Peekskill Sav. Bk) 101 NY 652 (Bowe v. Arnold) 101 NY 653
(Hosford v. Kelsch) 101 NY 653 (Talcott v. Pierce) 101 NY 658 (Allen v. Allen) 101 NY 677
(Coleman v. Wright) 102 NY 266 (Frank v. Mutual L.I. Co.)
A detailed biography of the powerful political attorney Simon Wolf (1836-1923), who exerted
unparalleled influence over American presidents and other leaders and numerous
constituencies. This study reveals why his many achievements brought him no lasting fame.
The Rough Guide Snapshot to Coastal Queensland is the ultimate travel guide to this dazzling
part of Australia. It guides you through the region with reliable information and comprehensive
coverage of all the sights and attractions, whether you're diving the Great Barrier Reef or
sailing the Whitsundays, chilling out on Fraser Island or living it up on the Gold Coast. Detailed
maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and
nightlife, ensuring you have the best trip possible, whether passing through, staying for a few
days or longer. Also included is the Basics section from the Rough Guide to Australia, with all
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the practical information you need for travelling in and around Australia, including transport,
food, drink, costs, health, entry requirements and outdoor activities. Also published as part of
the Rough Guide to Australia. Full coverage: Brisbane, the Moreton Bay islands, the Gold
Coast including Surfers Paradise, Tomborine Mountain, Springbrook and Lamington national
parks, the Sunshine Coast including Noosa, the Fraser Coast including Hervey Bay and Fraser
Island, the Southern Reef including Bundaberg and the Great Barrier Reef, Rockhampton, the
Capricorn Coast, Mackay, the Whitsundays, Townsville, Magnetic Island, Cairns, the Atherton
Tablelands, the Daintree, the Cape York Peninsula and the Torres Strait Islands. (Equivalent
printed page extent 170 pages).
Born on opposite sides of the world, war brings two young people together. In The Chinese
Lantern, Harry Bowling writes a heart-wrenching saga about the strength of love and the
brutality of war. Perfect for fans of Annie Murray and Dilly Court. In May 1929 two babies are
born on the same day on opposite sides of the world. In Tanners Alley in Bermondsey, Ruby
Neal gives birth to a son, Paul. On the edge of a paddy field in Eastern China, a young woman
dies giving premature birth to a girl. A travelling trader takes pity and takes the tiny child to the
Anglican mission to be cared for. He becomes the child's guardian and names her Mei Li
Ching. By the time Paul and Mei Li reach their twenty-first birthdays, they could not have had
more different lives. And it is only as a consequence of war that they ever meet. Instantly
attracted to each other, they are soon to discover the problems their cultural differences - and
family prejudices - will bring. What readers are saying about The Chinese Lantern: 'I loved this
story - five stars' 'As with all the Harry Bowling books, a very good read. You are transported
into the era and get to know the characters'
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? Eleven high school friends in idyllic North Adams, Massachusetts, enlisted to serve in
Vietnam, and one stayed behind to protest the war. All were from patriotic, working-class
families, all members of the class of 1965 at Saint Joseph's School. Dennis Pregent was one
of them. He and his classmates joined up--most right out of school, some before
graduating--and endured the war's most vicious years. Seven served in the Army, three in the
Marine Corps, and one in the Navy. After fighting in a faraway place, they saw the trajectories
of their lives dramatically altered. One died in combat, another became paralyzed, and several
still suffer from debilitating conditions five decades later. Inspired by his 50th high school
reunion, Pregent located his classmates, rekindled friendships, and--together, over hours of
interviews--they remembered the war years.
Secrets from one harrowing night during the war expose both glory... and shame. The Glory
and the Shame, by much-loved author Harry Bowling, is a heart-warming and gripping story of
a community in its finest and yet darkest hour, in which most, but not all, behave heroically.
Perfect for fans of Pam Evans and Annie Murray. On the night of Saturday 10th May 1941,
amidst the horror of the devastation caused by enemy bombers, Joe Carey and Charlie
Duggan risked their lives to save people trapped in an air-raid shelter. Despite their efforts, six
men and women died. It's now 1947 and the inhabitants of Totterdown Street are trying to
rebuild their lives. The post-war years are proving to be difficult and, already faced with a
violent factory strike, the close-knit inhabitants of the street must also cope with news which
not only exposes the glory of the past but the shame as well. What readers are saying about
The Glory and the Shame: 'I found reading this book engrossing, as with all Harry Bowling
books. I would recommend it to anyone who likes being taken back in time' 'I couldn't put this
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book down - five stars'
First-ever career-spanning retrospective of the nineteenth century New York sculptor, Charles
Calverley.
A quirky, fun guide to New York’s Capital District. With new and updated entries on everything
from food, shopping, and the arts to people, history, and places to visit, The Smalbanac 2.0 is
a wry, affectionate, and practical guide to New York State’s capital city and surrounding area.
Packed with information, this guide is perfect not only for visitors, new students, and those
relocating to the area but also for long-term residents who want to get out of their comfort
zones and explore the many hidden—and some not-so-hidden—treasures the area has to offer.
Praise for the First Edition “An eclectic and affectionate look at the quirks of our region and its
many hidden treasures.” — Albany Times Union “The Smalbanac is a delightful, informative …
guide to history, culture, cuisine and shopping in Albany, Schenectady, and Troy … Whether
you like to travel, dine out, or learn local history, this is an exceptional book, worth reading and
keeping on hand for when someone laments, ‘I’m so bored.’” — Schenectady Daily Gazette
Grondahl’s classic biography of Albany’s “mayor for life,” now available in paperback.
Now that the war is over, life can go back to normal. But things can never be the same again...
Harry Bowling writes a moving saga in Pedlar's Row - a tale of two sisters, and their differing
experiences of living in 1940's London. Perfect for fans of Cathy Sharp and Annie Murray. It's
1946 and the close-knit community of Pedlar's Row in Bermondsey is full of curiosity about the
new family, the Priors, moving into number three. Laura Prior is enjoying the excitement of her
new home - not least because of her growing attraction to docker Billy Cassidy. But her sister,
Lucy, is finding life harder: rationing, a shortage of homes, a husband who is emotionally
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scarred from his internment in a POW camp and her guilt about a wartime affair, make it
difficult to settle into married life. What readers are saying about Pedlar's Row: 'Perfect' 'Five
stars'

Reproduction of the original: Drake's Road Book of the Grand Junction Railway by
James Drake
Heart-breaking and compelling, this is the story of a community in its darkest, and yet
finest, hour. As Time Goes By is a vivid portrayal of an East End community struggling
to survive the horror of the Blitz, from much-loved author, Harry Bowling. Perfect for
fans of Annie Murray and Cathy Sharp. Carter Lane is an ordinary backstreet in
Bermondsey and, for Dolly and Mick Flynn, it is home. They've raised their family with
not much money but lots of love. When World War Two breaks out, they know that
nothing will be quite the same again. As the Blitz starts to take its toll and the close-knit
community in Carter Lane endures the sorrows and partings which they had dreaded
above all else, they find comfort in one another and solace in the knowledge that their
wounds will eventually heal - as time goes by. What readers are saying about As Time
Goes By: 'I have read all of Harry Bowling's books and have enjoyed every one. This
book makes you feel like you know each one of the characters personally. I became so
absorbed in their lives I was disappointed that it came to an end' 'Well done Harry! Yet
another cracking book. All the characters are brought to life. You can actually imagine
the way everyone lives. I have read all Harry Bowling's books and loved every one!'
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'Could not put it down - read it in 48 hours'
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th
Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of
professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of
today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for
personal use.
From roof to table – urban food has reached new heights. Soaring prices and concerns
about chemical-laden fruits and vegetables increasingly drive us to grow our own
healthy food close to home. In cities, however, vanishing ground space and
contaminated soils spur farmers, activists, and restaurateurs to look to the skyline for a
solution. The hunger for local food has reached new heights, and rooftops can provide
the space that cities need to bring fresh, organic produce to tables across North
America. The first full-length book to focus entirely on rooftop agriculture, Eat Up views
this growing movement through a practitioner's lens, explaining: Structural, access, and
infrastructural considerations Zoning and building codes Proven growing techniques
Business and marketing strategies This graphically rich guide provides inspiration and
advice to aspiring growers through photographs of successful rooftop farms and
gardens and interviews with industry professionals. Easy-to-use checklists and a
decision tree are included to help gauge the viability of each unique rooftop opportunity.
Essential reading for home gardeners, entrepreneurs, restaurateurs, policy makers,
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academics, and designers, Eat Up takes urban agriculture to a whole new level, proving
that rooftop farming is not just pie in the sky—it is the future of urban food. Lauren
Mandel holds a master's degree in landscape architecture from the University of
Pennsylvania and a bachelor of arts degree in environmental science. She is a project
manager and rooftop agriculture specialist at Roofmeadow, where she designs green
roofs and oversees green roof and rooftop agriculture projects around the country.

They've survived the war. Can they survive what follows? The Farrans of
Fellmonger Street follows a young family as they struggle to survive
abandonment, danger and troubling complications. From much-loved author
Harry Bowling. Perfect for fans of Cathy Sharp and Pam Evans. When widowed
Ida Farran runs off with a bus inspector in 1949, she leaves her five children to
fend for themselves. Preoccupied with the day-to-day task of earning enough
money to keep the family together, eighteen-year-old Rose battles bravely on,
thankful for the mysterious benefactor who pays the rent on their flat in Imperial
Buildings on Fellmonger Street. Life isn't easy but between them, Rose and her
younger brother Don just about manage to make ends meet. Recently, however,
Don has become rather too friendly with the Morgan boys. Everyone knows the
small-time Bermondsey villains are a bad lot. But even this concern pales into
insignificance when Rose finds herself pregnant. Now it'll need a miracle to keep
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the Farrans of Fellmonger Street together. What readers are saying about Harry
Bowling books: 'Harry Bowling was a brilliant writer. His characters were always
believable and loveable' 'I am hooked on Harry Bowling books! Fantastic
storytelling puts you right into the action'
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